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In May 2016, the Board of Trustee approved and the Vestry 
ratified unanimously the Moving Forward to 60 Strategic 
Plan. For St. Stephen’s this process began 15 months ago with 
the leadership and commitment of an outstanding steering 
committee, research and a school wide survey, a Visioning 
Day that included over 200 members of our community from 
all constituencies, and task forces that helped delineate and 
articulate initiatives. Christina Drouin, Founder of the Center 
for Strategic Planning, served as our consultant.

The Moving Forward to 60 Strategic Plan focuses on three goal 
areas with clearly defined strategies and initiatives that build 
on St. Stephen’s strengths and embrace what is most essential, 
our Episcopal Identity. This plan will guide our school into 
its 60th anniversary, ensuring that we continue to strive for 
excellence in education, while staying true to our time honored 
traditions. 

I am grateful to all for the hard work and dedication to our 
school but more importantly to our students and faculty.  Our 
strength in community continues to shine and I encourage all to 
get involved in this next critical period of our school history. I 
hope that you are as excited as I am, as we forge ahead to an 
even brighter future.
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Mission
Believing that each child is created in God’s image, we exist to educate and inspire 
children to lead by example and become forces for good in the world.

Core Values
We cherish each person as one who is created in the image of God.
St. Stephen’s fosters the notion that life is a journey toward God. By promoting self 
respect and respect for others we honor the ongoing process of spiritual growth and 
discovery.

We support the Christian life in the tradition of St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church.
St. Stephen’s strives to advance the mission of its founding church by inspiring in all 
individuals a commitment to social justice, inclusiveness, community outreach and 
service to others.

We recognize the strength of community.
St. Stephen’s is a welcoming environment where all members of our school and church 
communities are encouraged to participate in a collaborative process of discovery and 
learning.

We encourage teaching and learning excellence in all its forms.
St. Stephen’s nurtures intellectual curiosity and a love of learning. We believe that 
academic, athletic and artistic achievement, creative problem solving, preparation 
for leadership, and character development are essential components of childhood 
education.



Vision Statement

In 2021, St. Stephen’s Episcopal Day School 
will be a global model in

innovative learning and inclusivity, 
connecting diverse people and ideas.
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Culture of Innovation

In 2021, SSEDS will have proactively advanced its pedagogical 
culture of innovation to enhance learning for students, faculty, 
and families within and beyond the SSEDS community.

Goal



Build and deliver an enriched and adaptive world-class education that enhances every 
student’s development in mind, body, spirit, and leadership potential.

• Provide Professional Development opportunities that assist with topics like diversity, 
social-emotional, mindfulness, self-awareness, and specific subject matter through 
local or global partnerships.

• Maximize differentiated instruction.
• Provide varied opportunities for students to lead.

Invest in creating programs and approaches that increase diversity and inclusivity 
within the SSEDS community.

• Partner with organizations to identify, enroll/hire, and engage diverse constituencies.
• Provide educational opportunities focusing on a growth mindset for all constituencies to 

understand and embrace differences.
• Develop mentor programs for all diverse constituents: students, families, and employees.

Develop an active and impactful global conscience among all SSEDS community members.

• Develop direct relationships with schools around the world.
• Connect globally with experts to provide students with real-world experiences.
• Provide opportunities for all constituencies to actively and impactfully care for  the 

earth and its inhabitants.

Foster intrapreneurship, entrepreneurship and technological innovation.

• Visit and engage with another grade level teacher.
• Investigate ways to use documented learning like portfolios and presentations.
• Allow students time and resources to identify and pursue Passion Projects that connect 

with authentic audiences.
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Flexible Learning Environments

In 2021, SSEDS will have built innovative learning environments 
that optimize physical and virtual teaching and learning spaces.

Goal



Design, fund, and build flexible space and learning environments for arts, science and 
wellness.

• Hire a world-class team to lead and design a master plan.
• Address FCIS/FKC accreditation recommendations for Great Hall and playground.
• Further implement innovative curricular programming in the performing arts and 

sciences discipline.
• Prioritize phases of Master Plan to include implementation and funding.

Develop spaces and learning environments to accommodate more sports and 
extracurricular activities.

• Prioritize Master Plan to include indoor sports facility and multi-purpose space.
• Prioritize Master Plan to include age-appropriate playground for all learners.
• Explore long-term contract with the city concerning Peacock Park.

Eliminate boundaries that separate SSEDS’s learning environments from learning 
spaces in the community.

• Identify community resources and organizations for age-appropriate partnerships.
• Explore possibilities for use of facilities with broader community when school is not 

in session.
• Establish a volunteer committee to build a bridge between the community and St. 

Stephen’s.

Create experiential learning environments and maker spaces that develop students 
as hands-on strategic thinkers.

• Prioritize Master Plan to create multiple and flexible spaces where learners gather 
to present and share knowledge, work on projects, network, and build.

• Explore short and long-term experiential learning spaces for relaxed, passion-
driven, and self-directed learning.
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Community as Brand

In 2021, SSEDS will have built a brand that effectively promotes 
the uniqueness and value of its community culture.

Goal



Build the SSEDS brand locally through meaningful interactions and partnerships 
that showcase SSEDS’s culture of community in the Episcopal tradition.

• Create opportunities for students to take ownership of meaningful service projects 
within our community.

• Enhance our curriculum to educate students and parents about service.
• Partner with the church, local schools, universities, and other community 

organizations for service projects to showcase our facilities and our culture of 
giving back while enhancing alumni involvement.

• Raise awareness of financial aid opportunities to a broader segment of the 
community.

Build the SSEDS brand nationally through meaningful interactions and partnerships 
that showcase SSEDS’s culture of community in the Episcopal tradition.

• Outline annual marketing and communication plans to determine national outreach 
goals and tactics while identifying a team to execute the plan.

• Identify initiatives for national storytelling.
• Explore opportunities to showcase students and faculty to elevate and strengthen 

the SSEDS brand.

Cultivate global education partnerships that build an international identity based 
on a culture of community in the Episcopal tradition.

• Deepen our partnership with St. Etienne in Haiti.
• Investigate international partnerships to expose our community to advances in 

education.
• Identify global partnerships with organizations that can influence and push SSEDS 

into the future.
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